
REBEL HILL BREWING COMPANY

DRAFT LIST
Time Rider - West Coast IPA, skating in at 6.8% abv, built on a grain bill of 2 row, crystal malts and old school hops with some
new ones for good measure. Bringing back memories of those classic Cali beers we used to all get down with.
10 oz. $5.50 | Pint $6.50 | 4 pack to go $20.00

Fruitified - 7.4% Fruited IPA, conditioned on strawberry, pineapple and mango puree. Dry hopped exclusively with Mosaic cryo.
No lactose was used in the making of this beer. 11 oz. $6.00 | Pint $7.00

DDH Bleed Green - 6.8% IPA originally brewed in celebration of our beloved Eagles. Double dry hopped with heaps of Mosaic
accompanied by Columbus. This beer literally bleeds green from the amount of hops used. Bursting with citrus goodness.
11 oz. $5.50 | Pint $6.50  | 4 pack to go $20.00

I’m Just Visiting - Cucumber IPA 6.2% brewed with malted wheat and oats then conditioned on cucumber puree. Dry hopped
with Simcoe, Citra and Cascade. This is the perfect summer beer for those hot days and nights. Notes of cucumber water, lime,
watermelon and Mandarin orange. 11 oz. $5.50 | Pint $6.50 | 4 pack to go $20.00

Scratch The Surface - 5.4% Pale Ale brewed with Pilsner and a touch of Wheat dry hopped aggressively with Mosaic and Citra.
Notes of tangerine, grapefruit, peach rings, and dank pine. 11 oz. $5.50 | Pint $6.50 | 4 pack to go $18.00

How Wit Ends - 5.5% Witbier, just in time to get you through those hot and humid days of summer. Brewed with lemon zest
and lemon juice. Then conditioned on dragon fruit and dry hopped with Lemondrop. Notes of bready wheat, lemonade, liquid
smarties and dragon fruit. Super drinkable with a slightly tart and dry finish. Pint $6.50  | 4 pack to go $20.00

Wünder Years - Hopped up Pale Ale with Kölsch yeast. Coming in at 5% it’s wünderfully drinkable. Dry hopped with Galaxy,
Simcoe and Citra. Far away but still on my mind, I think of you from time to time. 11 oz. $5.50 | Pint $6.50

Interplanetary Love - We collabed with our interplanetary bro's Brother Kershner on an India Pale Lager of galactic
proportions. We wanted to push the limits and created a big lager coming in at 7.8% and dry-hopped it with Galaxy and
Triumph. Notes of white wine grapes, peach, and turkish apricot. 11 oz. $6.00 | Pint $7  | 4 pack to go $20.00

If You Know You Know - BlackBerry Kettle Sour. Coming in at 5.8% we brewed this beer with Loral hops and milk sugar. Then
conditioned on delicious blackberry purée and vanilla beans. We’re getting notes of v-8 splash, grape ape, mixed berry pie
filling and grape nerds. *contains lactose 11 oz. $5.50 | Pint $6.50 | 4 pack to go $20.00

Fully Equipped - Our Double IPA clocking in at 7.8% brewed with heavy amounts of oats to emphasize the smooth fluffy mouth
feel rounding out all the beautiful hops we dosed this beer with. Equipped with Citra, Mosaic, Idaho 7 and Simcoe. Notes of
pineapple rings, champagne mango, and dank citrus. 11 oz. $7

Steady Drifting - 4.7% Session IPA, perfect for tubing down the river or wherever you may find yourself just relaxing in the sun
with a cold beer in your hand. Built on a sturdy base of pilsner malt and hopped exclusively with Citra. 11 oz. $5.50 | Pint $6.50

We Are - Stable 12 - 4.5%, Crisp American Lager brewed with Pilsner Malt and Simcoe hops. 11 oz. $5.50 | Pint $6.50

Big Hill - Standard Cider - This cider sets the standard with a bright, fruit-forward flavor profile and a medium sweetness.
Select apple varieties that are grown, pressed and fermented at Big Hill Ciderworks. 5.5% ABV. 11 oz. $5.50 | Pint $6.50

Rebel Hill Brewing Company is a 7 bbl brewhouse that has been part of the Phoenixville beer scene since 2018.
With an eclectic mix of beer styles ranging from hazy approachable IPA’s and Pale Ales to crisp and crushable Lagers.

Our mantra is “In Beer We Crush'' and we hope that you find our beers just that..crushable.


